
 

Dear Colleagues and Partners, 
   
We proudly present, as owners, next compact and simple A3+ size collator and online finisher: 
 

Plockmatic - CollatorPro 310 & 61 
 
Machine information:  
This professional, modern, electric friction collator with online booklet maker can produce booklets, 
magazines, blocks and sets in one handling job. The sheets are collated and put in nice jogged piles to the inline 
booklet maker and then can be folded and stapled in several ways. The size format change is very easy done 
manually. All on wheels for easy access or storage elsewhere. 

 

Specifications: 
Type: Plockmatic CollatorPro310 & BinderPro 61 
Min. / max. size: 200 x 270 / 305 x 440 mms 
Capacity: 22 sheets of 80 gsm - paperweight: 60 - 130/250 gsm 
Speed: up to 1.800 booklets/hour 
10 stations collator (friction) that can also be used stand-alone or online with a finisher with an automatic 
register feeder and jogger for neat piles, 2 staplers, a folder unit and a standard delivery. The finishing unit can 
also be used stand-alone with eg. manual feeding. 
The machine can be used for collating, folding, for saddle stapling, for block stapling and for corner stapling. 
All safeties on the machine 
All manuals/schemes 
Year / SN: 2006 / L090A011353 & L061A00335 
   
Technical- and optical condition: 
Technical: 9/10 
Optical: 9/10 
   
Price & Terms: 
Our best price for a fast decision: euro 1.850,-- (we have 3 almost similar combinations in stock and can make 
you an attractive package deal) 
Terms: FCA (Incoterms 2010) 
Availability: direct, ready for transport on a pallet 
Location: our warehouse - Venray (NL) 

   

 

Additional information: 
If you need any more information or pictures, please send us an E-mail or check our website www.mctrade.nl. 
We can always combine this machine with other used machinery to load a container or truck. Please, ask for it. 

 

  
 


